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SUMMARY
The aerodynsmic characteristics
of an al&movable,
tre
plan-formwing
alone andtithabodyhavebeen
determinedfrcm
s&span
model tests.
The wing had an aspect ratio of 4 and had doubly sy@ne+
rfcal doublwwedge sections with msxim~ tbLclmess-chord
ratios
of O.C8
fn the streamKise direction.
The qperimental
datawere
obtainedat
Mach numbers from 0.50 to about 0.98 and frclm l.Og to 1.29 with corr+
spending Reynolds numbers varying from about 0.8 x 1Oe to 1.1X 10".
Calculated
characteristics
were compared with the corresponding
experLmental results,
The agreementbetweenthe
calculatedandexperimentalresultswas
not satisfactory
for the most part,
The disagreement was thought to
result
from the failure
of the linear theory to define the actual flow
field about the configurations
investigated,
and from the effect
of the
tunnebwall
boundary layer IU the experimental
results.
For the case
of the wing in the presence cf the body, however, 1-t appeared that the
flow about the wing was influenced
very little
by the tunnel-wall
boundary layer.
The experimerkal~~e
slopes for thewlng
andbody,
andfor
the wing in the presence of the body (body attitude
OQ),w-ere about
3T percent less thanthe
corresponding
calculatedvalues
at'the
sub+
sonic Mach numbers up to 0.85 and at the supersonic Mach numbers.
The
experimental
locatfons
of the aerodynamic center for the wing alone and
in the presence of the body were not predicted
by the calculations,
but the effect of the body on the observed aerodynamic-center
location
was ingoodagreementxitht~tcal~ted.

~spec~atio,all-movable
wings or control
surfaces have been
proposed for highly msneuverable supersonic aircraft
as a means for
providing
greater aircraft
control at transonic
and supersonic Mach
nwnbers than that obtainable
by the use of conventional
control
surfaces.
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In such application,
it is desirable
that the all-movable
lifting
surface
should exhibit
throughout the entire range of flight
Mach numbers very
little
variation
in the aerodynamiwenter
location
and an adequate
amount of lift
effectiveness.
The former requirenient
is satisfied
by
the use of tri angukf+pla+form
lifting
surfaces
of very low aspect
ratio;
whereas the latter
may prescribe
lifting
surfaces of higher aspect
As a consequence, it appears that a compromise would confront
ratio.
the designer contemplating
the use of an all-movable
wing or ccntrol
surface on supersonic aircraft.
It is expected that the design of all.ovable
lifting
surfaces will
be dictated
largely by information
available
from experimental
inveetiRecourse to
gations,
yet only a small amount of such data exists.
theory does not necessarily
lead to satisfactory
design data.
Furthermore, in the transonic Mach number range the applicability
of existing
Inordertoprovide
experimental
theory would be generally
questionable.
data in the transonic Mach number range applicable
to the design of
trielan-form,all-movable
lifting
surfaces,
an investigation
has
been made of an all-movable
wirg in the Ames l-by
+l/Sfoot
high-speed
The results
of this investigation
are presented herein
windtunnel.
for the wing alone and with a body at Mach numbers from 0.50 to about
In addition,
calculations
based on the
0.98 and from 1.09 to 1.29.
theories
of referencea 1 to 5 are presented for c-i&or
with the
experimental
data.
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DESCRII?J!ICNOFAPPARATUS
The investigation
was conducted in the Ames I- by *l&foot
h-speed
WI@ tunnel, a aingl*return
close&throat
tunnel vented to
the atmosphere in the return passage.
During the Tn-vestigation
the
tunnelwas
equippedwitha
flexibl~throatassembly(fdg.1)
to permit
operation at vaz7Lous supersonic,
as well as at subscmfc, Mach ntiers.
The test models consisted of a semfspen sJl+wva ble wing and a
ofthemodels
are showninfigure
2.
half-;bOay. ‘Principaldimensions
ThexFngmodelxasone-hEtlfac~letexFngxhichhadatrlangularplan
were doubly
form of aspect ratio 4. Section8 in a streamwise direction
symmetrical doublwwedge profiles
having a msx~~thickness
of 8 percent
The wing w&8 rotated about a spindle axis which was per
of the chord.
pendicular
to the root chord at the TC+percen+chord
pofnt.
(see fig. 2.)
The spindle was fitted
with an electrical
resistance
strain gsge for
Thewingwas
ccXlstructedof
measuring pitching
moments of the wing.
tool steel, hardened, ground, and polished;
and the leaand
traiwdge
radif'were
approximately
0.002 inch.
e
Thebodywas
with identical
pointed
aluminumalloy
andthe

of a 2-1/24nc?+dismeter
body of revolution
ends. (See f%g. 2.)
The body was constructed
of
surface was polished.

For the investigation,
the model.8 were mounted on a balance plate
which was held in an approximately
l&inchrdiameter
opening fn the tunnel
sidewall,
as shown in the photograph8 of figure 3. The face of the
balsnce plate exposed to the tunnel afr stream was flush with the tunnel
sidewall,
andanapproximatelyl/l&inchanrular
gap was maintained
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between the periphery of the plate and the sidewall.
A housing prr+
vented flar through this gap from the atiosphere.
The balance-plate
supports were fitted
with electrical
resistance
strain gages for measuring the lift
and drag reactions.
Lateral restraint
was accomplished in
such a manner as to virtually
eliminate
friction
in a plane parallel
to
the balance-plate
face.
For the tests of the wing alone, the model was supported from the
rear face of the balance plate by the 0.44.nc&diameter
spindle which
extended through an approxtitely
O.&inc&diameter
hole fn the plate.
A O.O+inch gap w&s maintained between the front face of the balance
plate and the root of the wing.
For the wing and body tests, the half-body with a O.O+inch spacer
The spacer kept the tips of the body,
was mounted on the balance plate.
which extended beyond the periphery
of the balance plate, free of the
The wUg spindle was fixed to the rear face of the
twLne1 SideWallS.
balance plate, as in the wing-alone tests, and extended through the
balance plate and a 0.53~UC&diameter
hole in the body. A O.O+i.nch
gap was maintained between the body and the undeflected wing.
TESTS
Lift,
drag, and pftching-mament
data were obtained for the wing
alone at angles of attack frm approximately
0' to 10' and at Mach
numbers from 0.50 to about 0.98 and from 1.09 to 1.29.
Lift and
pitchime&
data were also obtained at an angle of attack of about
-3O in order to provide a check on the incidence and symmetry of the
model. Tests were also made of the wing alone with the gap sealed.
No
pitching
moments were measured when the gap was sealed; however, lift
and dreg data were obtained for angles of attack from approximately
0'
to 9O at Mach numbers frcwi 0.50 to about 0.98 and at 1.20 and 1.29.
Lift data for the -body
combination and pitcwcment
data
for the wing in the presence of the body were obtained for wing angles
of attack from about -3O to 10' at Mach numbers from 0.50 to about 0.98
and at 1.20 and 1.28. For the tests of the uiwbody
combination,
the
body attitude
was fixed at O", and the gap between the wing root and
The wing-induced
lift
on the body (body
body remained unsealed.
attitude
O") was obtained for wing angles of attack from about -3O to
U" at Mach numbers from 0.50 to about 0.96 and at 1.20 and 1.28.
For
this condition,
the models were mounted in an identical
manner to that
for the wing and body tests except that the wing spindle was held
independently
of the balance plate.
Choking conwtions
in the tunnel test section precluded testfng
of the wing alone between Mach nuu&ers of about 0.98 and 1.09 and of
the wing-body combination between Mach numbers of about 0.98 and 1.20.
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varied
mately
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Remolds numbers, based cm t% meanaerodynemic chordofthewlng,
frcrm approxFmEtte3.y 0.8 x 10 at a Mach nrrmber of 0.50 to apprami1.1x 106 at a Mach nur&er of 1.29, as shown in figure 4.

StresJmmgle
mea8urements were made at the model posftion
at each
Mach number using a 3/l&tic&d&ame
ter probe with a hemispherical
nose.
The StreEUU8Xl@23?aS determined by the FncUnation
of the probe
when equal pressures were indicated
by symmetrically
placed orifices
located in the probe nose.
test

cmTIoNs

To DATA

The wind-twmelwall
correctfons
which were applied to the drag
coef.ficients
and angles of attack for the s~ibsonic Mach mmbera were
andare indicated
tirefez+
determlnedby
then&m
of reference6
ence 7 tobe independentofMschnumber.
The corrections
are:

I

Wingalone

I

Au @WI = 0.34lCL

I

Lb (f&3) = 0.549 CL

.0060 CL2

f=D=

Wing-body

l 0og6 CL2

&o=

The data at subsonic Mach mmibers have been corrected for modeland wake
blockage by factors which were determFned by the methoda of refeqnce
8
and which are given jtn table I for various corrected Mach numbers.
Since
these factors varied with the measured drag coefficient,
only the lrpper
and lower limits
are given for each Mach n'er.
Tare correction8
obtainedwhilethemodelswere
held isthe
presence of the balance plate have been applied to both the seale& and
UnsealeMp
data at all the test Hach nrmibers.
These corrections
were
The lift
found to be practically
independent of wing mgle of attack.
coefficient
tares are:
Wing alone
Mach nm.Kbers Lift
0.50 to 0.80
.80 to .g8
1.09
1.20
1.24
1.29

I
tares

0.006
:Z
.005
-002
--.OUl

Wing=dbody
Mach nm&ers
0.50 to 0.90

.go to

--1.20
-1:2;

.98

Lift

tares

0.002
.OOl
--.Ool'
--.OOl

.
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The dra~oefficient
tares for the balance
in the presence of the plate are presented
Mach number.
The stream inclination
most part, to be negligibly
consequence, M correctiOn
stream inclination.
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plate alone and with the wing
in figure 5 &a a function
of

at the model position
was found, for the
small for all the test Mach numbers. As a
to the angle of attack have been made for

Tunnel-ptall
boundary-layer
measurements made at Mach numbers fraan
to 1.29 with the wind tunnel empty have indicated
the existence of
a stable,
turbulent
boundary layer of approximately
l-pinch
total
thiCkIIe86 and 0.~Inch
diSph%Cement thiCkne88 at the model position.
Low inducedpreasures
athewing
or bodymayhave
dradnedlwnergy
air from the tunnels
boundary layer such that the boundary layer on
the rear portion of the wing would separate or be substantially
thickened.
The extent of such an interactiOn
and to what degree the test data may
have been affected,
however, are unlmxxn.
0.50

The effect8 of the pO88ible flow of air wound the m
and through the gap between the balance plate and the tunnel
also unknown, but are believed to have been negligible.

spinae gap
wall are

The basic results are presented a8 lift,
drag, and pitching-moment
of Mach number for various
coefficients
in figure8 6 to 9 as functions
(Mechanical
dffficulties
with the apparatus for
wing angles of attack.
resulted
in fractional
angles for 8Qne of
aettlng wing eagles of attack
the data of these figures.)
Lift

Characteristics

Lift coefficient
as a function
of Mach number for varfous wing
angles of attack is shoxn infigures
6 and 7.
The lift
coefficients
of
figure
6 are for the wing alone, with the gap at the wing root unsealed
and sealed.
Those for the ting and body and the body in the presence Of
the wing are shown in figure 7. The lif't
coefficients
for the body,
indicated
in this figure,
are solely those induced by the wing, since
the attitude
of the body was Oo throughout the tests.
The variations
of
lift
coefficient
with Mach number for given angles of attack,
exhibited
in figures 6 and 7, are generally
small,
Shown in figure 10 are faired
curves of the same lift
coefficient8
plotted 88 a function
of angle of
attack at varilrus Mach numbers from 0.50 to 1.29.
The variation
of lift
coefficient
with angle of attack is generally
linear throughout the
anglewf+ttack
range at both subsonic and 8tzpersanic Mach numbers. The

.
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shift of the lift
curves .in the positive
lift
direction
exhibited
in
figures 6(b) and 10(c) at 81ibsonic Mach numbers was apparently
due,to
constant erxr
in setting the incidence8 of the model.

7
a

The variations
with Mach nimiber of the lif+curve
slopes for the
w3n.g alone, gap unsealed and sealed, are presented in figure ll(a).
It
is observed in this figure that the lif&curve
slope for the wing with
thegapuhsealedvaries
onlya
small smountoverthe
range ofMach
numbers from 0.50 to 1.29. Sealing the gap -creased
the slope significantlyatthe
8ub8onicMachnUkbers
am&o&y
Slightlyatthe
SUZ@rSoniC
Mach nuuibers,
CalculatedUSi+cmve
slopes forthewing
alonearealso
shownin
Thevalues
atsubSonicMachnu&erswere
detem3nedby
figure XL(a).
the methods of reference
1 and those at su.rsonic
Mach numbers by the
ffgurethatthe
methods of reference 2. It IS apparentframthis
experimentallift+curve
alopeismuchless
thauthe
calculated.
As the
Mach number is increased frm 0.50 to 0.9'75, the ezqerimental
slope for
the wing, gap sealed, ranges from about 9 to 28 percent less than the
At Machmmbers of 1.20 and 1.29, the SbpeS correcalculated
slope.
spending to the sealed gap me, respectively,
about 33 and 30 percent
less than those calculated.
It is feltthatthe
difference
in the experi~uentalandcalculated
lift+mrve
slopes fo2 the wing is la.rgely attributable
to the effects
of the follouUg,whicharenottakeninto
accountinthe
linear theory:
(1) Interaction
between the flow over the wing and that in the tunnelwall. boundary layer;
(2) shock-ye
b -layer
interaction
at the
high 8ubsonic and supersonic Mach nw&ers (discussed in references
9
and10 for tuo43men8ionalairfoil
sections at subsonic and supersonic
Mach nurriber8, respectively);
and (3) shock waves resulting
frcan secon&
order coY4?resaibility
effect8 at the SuperSoniC Mach ntEUber8 (diS~.8Sed
in reference ll for triangular
tings).
8lopeataMach
The effect of model SUppOrt on the Iinumber of 1.5 may be estimated by camparing the qperimental
slope for
a complete wing shown in figure ll(a)
with an exbrapolated
value of the
gap-sealed data for the wing of the present investigation.
The eqperimental slope for a Mach nu&~er of 1.5 is frcm unpublished data obtained
from tests in the Ames l-by
*foot
supersonic wind tunnel of a
tri~plaxkfacompletewing
(withnobody)whichwas
stingThe aspect ratio,
thictisa-chord
ratio,
=a
supported from the rem.
section profile
Of this Wang were identical
to those Of the Wing Of thi8
It appears from figure ll(a)
thatanextrapolatedvalue
of the
report.
SrOpe &t a Mach ?~&Dz Of 1.5 would be 1eSS than
gamealed
lif me
A lower slope would be eaected for the
that for the coqlete
wing.
semispan wing because of the effects
of the tmnel+wall
boundary layer
The eqPerimt@xd Slope for the COmpbte wing iS about
at the wing root.
ll percent less than that calculated.
It should not be inferred,
however, that the magnitude of this disagreement between the calculated
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and experimental
lifkxrrve
slopes is representative
for complete wings
of tfiangular
plan form at supersonic Mach numbers, since differences
Il.
as high as 30 percent have been shown in the data of reference
such
differences
for complete wings are believed to be due largely to viscous
and secon&order
cqpressibility
effects.
The lifhcurve
slopes determinedfiomthe
tests ofthewingand
body (gap unsealed, body attitude
0') are presented in figure U.(b).
The slopes sham in this figure correspond to (1) the totalliftonthe
wing and body, (2) the wing-induced
lift
on the body, and (3) the lift
of the wing in the presence of the body. The slope for the latter
is
the difference
in the slopes of the first
two. It can be seen that the
effect of Mach nuu&er on the lift+curve
slope of the body is small;
whereas for the e
and body there is an appreciable
effect at the
high subsonic Mach numbers. Also shown in figure Xl(b) sre calculated
lift-curve
slopes for the same three cases.
Insofar as known, there
are no existing
theories which are directly
applicable
to the wing and
body configuration
of this report;
therefore,
the following
procedures
were employed in the calculation
of the slopes.
_
For the calculations
at subsonic Mach numbers, it was assumed
that the body could be replaced by a flat surface with boundaries that
are formed by extending the leading and trailing
edges of the allmovable wing to the axis of symmetry of the body. The surface replacing
the body remains at zero angle of attack and the all+uovable
wing fe
thought of as a flat,
full-chord,
partial-pan,
outboard control surface.
The theory of reference 4 then provides a method for determining the
total lift
on the control surface and the fixed surface, and the distribution
of lift
between the two. Liftiurve
slope8 (rate of change of
lift
coefficient
with control-surface
deflection)
calculated
by the
methods of this reference,
however, are not specificeUy
applicable
to
the present configuration
since the theory is valid only for lifting
surfaces of very low aspect ratio.
It was believed,
nevertheless,
that
this restriction
could be alleviated,
at least for a configuration
of
aspect ratio 4, if ratios of lifkurve
slopes were employed, that is,
the ratios of the slopes given by the the&y of reference 4 to the slope
for a w'ing alone of comparable plan form having very low aspect ratio
The calculated
lift+xrve
slopes shown in
(wi~lone
slope, 42).
figure ll(b)
at subsonic Mach numbers were then determined as the
products of these ratios and the liftccurve
slopes for the wing alone
determined from reference 1. (See fig. ll(a).)
The calculated
ratios,
for slopes based on the area of the movable surface, are:
1.

Total

lift

2.

Lift

3.

Lift on control surface in
presence of fixed surface

induced on fixed

1.1'1
surface

.24

-93

.

.

,
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Lift-c urve-dope
ca&ulations
for thewingandbodyatsugersanic
Machnmibers ~eIlladebyassumingthat~ebodycouldaeZainbereplaced
by a fixed surface.
The plan form of this fixed surface can be arbitrary
outside the Mach cone from the apex of the movable &ace,
but within
the cone it is determined by ending
the trailing
edge of the movable
surface to the axis of s-try
of the body.
It was also assumed that
no Mach lines crossed those frost the apex of the movable surface.
The
liftxmrve
slopeswerethendetermine
dfromthemethods
ofreference5.
The following
ezpressians,
for subsonic leading edges, were used to
determine the slopes (based on the area of the momble surface) shown in
figure ll(b)
at the supersonic Mach mmibers:
1.

Total

2.

Lift

lift

induced

k"2
x(l+k)

%f = &

3.

Lift

on fkxed

on control

?

= h

where k is coth
the movable smface

surface
R(l+k)
2

_ kti2

smface

in presence

ku2
z(l+k)

[k=‘2

_ (l+k)

+ (l+k)

w-1

of fixed

kl/"

1

surface

tan--= kU2]

dm
and A is the leading-edge
(positive
for sweepback).

sweep angle of

It is observed in figure U.(b) at both the subsonic and supersonic
Machnumbers that the eqperimentalliftwurve
slopes are lessthanthose
calculated,
but the agreement between the two is much better than that
forthewing
alone.
For Mach nlanbers up to 0.85, the aqerimental
3dfi+
curve slopes for thetingandbody
(uingliftplus
inducedliftcmbody)
are about 14 percent less then those calculated;
whereas those for the
wing in the presence of the body are about 17 percent less.
The experimental and calculated
slopes for the induced lift
on the body are'in
good agreant
at all the slibsonic Maoh numbers. At stqersonic
Mach
nmibers the experimental slopes for the wing and body are about 16 percent
lea6 than those calculated;
those for the wing in the presence of the
body, about 13 percent less; and those for the induced lift
on the body,
from about 25 to 30 percent Less. These disagreements between the calculated and experimental
slopes are considered to be generally
small in
viewofthe
procedureandtheoryemployed,
andof theneglect,
incomurm
withthe
theory forthewing
alone, of viscous asd secondSwder ccqpreaBecause the agreementbetweenthe
calculatedand
sibility
effects.

10
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experimental
lifl+curve
slopes is generally
so much better for the
wing in the presence of the body than for the wing alone, it is felt
that the influence
of the tunnel-wall
boundary layer on the flow around
the wing in the presence of the body was small.
Although there may have
been a significant
effect of the tunnel-wall
boundary layer on the lift
induced on the body, suchan effect appears to have influenced
the cambined lifts
of the wing and body but very little.
This is undoubtedly
due to the fact that the body lift
is only a small part-of
the total.
It is of interest
to note the difference
between the calculated
and
experimental
lift-curve
slopes for a semispan all+novable
triangular
wing tested in the presence of a body at a Mach number of X.9 and
reported in reference 12. The wing of this reference had an aspect ratio
of 2.31 and ~ti~ularc-a;r c sections P-percent chord thick, and w&s tested
in the presence of a half-body
for which the boundary layer was known
to be substantially
identical
to that on the ccmrplete body held in the
center of the wind tunnel.
The liftrcurve
slope of this wing in-the
presence of the body was about 14 percent less than the corresponding
slope calculated
by the procedure of the present report using the theory
of reference 5.
It
theory
ence 5
a Mach
movable
ment in

is aleo of interest
to note the agreement between experiment ti
in the case of a configuration
for which the theory of referThe results
of an investigation
at
is more directly
applicable.
nxunber of 1.9 of such a configuration
(triangular
wing tith alltip control
surface) are reported in reference
13. The sgreethis case was about the same as that of the present repat
at
supersonic
Mach numbers.

The variation
with Mach number of the lift+curve
slopes for the
wing alone and for the wing in the presence of the body is cqpared in
Although the effect of Mach number on the LLft+urve
slope
figure U(c).
is slightly
different
for the two configurations,
the slopes at a given
Mach number differ
by an amount never greater than about 10 percent.
This comparison, however, may not be of particular
significance
in view
of the probable differences
in the effects
of the tunnel--wall
boundsry
From the calculations
shown in figures ll(a)
layer in the two cases.
and 11(b), which do not account for the gap, it would be expected that
the lift-curve
slope for the xY.ng in‘the presence of the body would be
about 7 percent less than that for the w3ng alone at subsonic Mach
numbers, and about 20 to 25 percent less at the supersonic Mach numbers.
Drag Characteristics
Drag coefficient
as a function
of Mach number for the wing alone,
gap unsealed, is shown in figure 8 for various angles of attack.
The
drag coefficients
for the wing with the gap sealed are not presented
since they are essentially
the same as those for the wing with the gap
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unsealed.
It is indicated
in this figure that substent1al
changes in
the rate of increase of the drag coefficients
can be expected between
Mach rnaubers of 0.9'15 and 1.0.9. Faired curves of drag coefficient
as 8
function
of lift
coefficient
(gap unsealed) are given in figure 12 for
various Mach nusibers from 0.50 to 1.29,
M-ln-lmum drag coefffcients
determined from this figure are shown in figure 13 as a function
of Mach
nmber.
Also shown in this figure for both subsonic and supersonfc Mach
numbers are calculated
drag coefficients
which correspond to either
'
laminar or turbulent
skin friction
over the entire upper and lower wing
surfaces.
These calculations
were made using the ar
and turbulent
skin-friction
equations of reference 14 and a Reynolds number based on
the average chord of the w5ng. The drwoefficient
equations for both
surfaces of the wing are:

CDL = 2.656 &v-l’2

(a)

and
%

= 0.910

(lOgI0

Rav)*05'

(turbulent)

The calculated
drag coefficients
shown at supersonic Mach nu&ers are
the sums of the calculated
skLr+frictfon
and pressure drag coefficients.
The pressure drag coefficients
were determined by the methods of refe
ence 2 for a complete triangular
wing of aspect ratio,
thfcknesachord
ratio,
and profile
identical
to those of the wing of thfs report.

.

. .. *

It can be observed in figure 13 that the experimental
min%oum drag
coefficient
at low subsonic Mach numbers is in reasonable agreement
At Mach nuaibers between 0.80 and 0.975,
with the calculated
values.
the large increase fn the experimental
drag coefficients
above the Cal-.
culated drag coefficients
corresponding
to turbulent
skin frfction
is
believed to'have resulted
from a thickening
or a separation
of the
,
boundary layer an the rear portion
of the w%ug.
At supersonic Mach nmbers,
the experimentel
m-1TI-tmrm,
drag coefficients of figure 13 are much less thsn the values shown for the sum of
the pressure drag and the lamfnar or turbulent
skirwfriction
coefficients,
and are even less than the calculated
pressure drag coefficients.
The pressures on the upper surface of the xfng near the trailing
edge
were appsrentJ.yhLgherthanthose
calculated(resulting
ina reduced
pressure drag), probably because of the effects
of.shock-wsve
boundarylayer interaction
and of the tunnel-wall
boundsry layer at the Hng
root.
The extent to which the pressures'on
the aft portiam of a twodimensional airfoil
section may be Wluenced
by shock-wave boundarylayer Interaction
at supersonic Mach numbers is ShaWn
Ln
reference
10.
It can be seen in figure 13 for a Mach nWer
of 1.5 that the
minimum drag coefffcfent
of a complete wing, tested in a flow field

which

I2
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was apparently
unaffected
by the tunnel--wall
bomdary layer, is also
(This value of experimental
minimum drag
lower than would be predicted.
coefficient
is from the unpublished
test data of the ccm@lete wing
described earlier
in the discussion
of the lifi+curve
slopes.)
It is
observed that the experimental
mi&mum drag coefficient
for the complete
wing is equivalent
to the calculated
pressure drag coefficient
which does
not include skin friction.
c
experimentalminimumdrag
Disagreemen ts between the calculatedand
coefficients
at supersonic Mach numbers similar
to those noted in
figure 13 are shown in reference ll for several cQnglete wingsof
triSuch disagreements for complete wings are believed
angularplsnform.
to result from the effects
of shock-wave wing-bo-layer
interaction.
The variation
of the experimental
drag-rise
factor
&CD/(LYZD)~ xith
Mach number is presented in figure 14 for the wing alone, gap unsealed
Reciprocals
of the experimental
lift--curve
slopes, gap
and sealed.
unsealed and sealed, are also shown in figure 14 at both subsonic and
supersonic Mach numbers.
These reciprocals
may be regarded as upper
boundaries of the drag-rise
factors and they indicate
that the resultant force vectors are substantially
perpendicular
to the chord line of
They do not necessarily
correspond to zero leading-edge
the wing.
thrust,
however, because of separation
and friction
effects.
In addition
to the reciprmsls
of the slopes, a calculated
lower boundary of the
drag-rise
factor corresponding
to full theoretical
leading-edge
thrust
on a triangula;rc-plan-form
wing of aspect ratio 4 is shown in figure 14
at subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers. For this lower boundary, the
resultant
force vector is inclined
at its marim= calculated
forward
position
with respect to the wing-chord line.
The subsonic values of
this C8hXikted
dra~rise
factor were determined by the methods of
reference 1, but for all practical
purposes are equivalent
to the
The values at supersonic Mach nuuibers were determined
constant
l/3&.
by the methods of reference 3.
In figure 14, it is observed that the experimental
curves for the
drag-rise
factor of the wing, gap unsealed, generally
lie much closer
to the upper draerisefactor
boundary than to the lower.
This would
indicate
that the drag due to lift
is, for the most part, relatively
the resultant
force vector is nearly perpendicular
to the
high (ia-,
chord plane of the wing).
The effect of sealing the gap was, in general,
to reduce ameciably
the drag-rise
factor at subsouic Mach numbers. At
the supersonic Mach nmbers the reduction was negligible.
Pitchiwoment

Characteristics

The pitching+noment
coefficients
for the wing both alone and In the
presence of the body, gap unsealed, are presented in figure 9 as a function
of Mach number for various wing angles of attack.
small variationa
of

.
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pitching-mrsnent
coefficients
with M8ch nu&er for given angles of attadb:
at both s~aonic
and supersonic M8ch m&era
8re shom,ercept
for angles
vf 6O ur greater at high subsonic Mach numbers and at M8oh nrnnbers near
The pitchiq4muent
coefficients
shown in figure 9 are plotted
8s
Log.
8 fundion
of 8IIgle
of attack
at clonetant
Mach nmibers in figure u.
The curves of this figure forthewingbothalone
andtithe
presence
c&the bodyare
gener8llynmiLinear
at the subsauicMachn~~&ers,but
are nearly straight
at the suprsapfc
Mach nmibers.
It ca also be
observedthat
at subsondcM8chnus&rs
the effect of thebodyonthe
pitcvnt
coefficients
of the King was amall at low angles of
attack,
but a sizable destabilizing
effect
occurred at the high 8ngles
of attack.
At supersonLc Mach m&era
the effect of the body was
generally
small.
The slopes vf the pitching3umnent
curves
d&J&
at zero angle of
attack are given in figme
l.6. Itcanbe
seeninthds
figurethatthe
dupes furthewingsJ.one
8ndforthewing
inthepresence
ofthebody
are substantially
identical
throughout the lggge of test Mach nmibers.
The effects
of Mach nlmiber cm the location
of the aeroQnamLc center
at zero angle of att8ck for the Wang both alone and in the presence of
thebody,
gapunse8l.ed,are
shminfigurel~.
Thecalculatedlocationforthewingalone,
deteminedfromreferencesl8nd2,
is also
8haminthi8figure8t
6dbS0r& asdmper~aniCM8chnu&m~.
C&
l&ions
forthewIng
In the presence ofthebody
indicatethatthe
aerodynam%~enter
loo8tion
at the subsonic Mach nu&iers is about
1 percent of the me8n aerodynmic
chord behindtbat
c8lculsted
for the
wing alone; whereas at supersonic Mach ntmibers 2t is identical
to that
C&lCtl&tedf~
thexing8lone.
The differences
intheexperiment81
locations
for thewing
alone 8ndfor
thewing
fnthepresence
of the
body 8re practically
the sag as the previously
mentioned calculated
differences,althoughthe
eqperiment8landcalculatedlocations
theme
Overtherange
of subsonioM8ch
selves are not ia good agreement.
numbergthe
experhmtal
location
of the serodynmic
center for the xI.ng
both alone and tithe
presence of the body &es
from abuut the 3k- to
the 3mrcent
gotit
of the mean aerodynsmic chord.
The wtal
loc8tionvaries
frornaboutlto5
percent of themeanaerodynsmic
chord
At supersonic
Mach nu&ers,the
lomtion
behindthe
calculatedlocation.
of the aerodynamic center for the wiug both &lone and in the presence
of the body, showh in figure 17, is practic8lly
a mnst8nt at about
45 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.
It is observed th8-t the
experimental
location
of the aerodynamic center is approximately
5 percent of the msn &erody?mnic chord fcmmrd of the calculated
locaAn experimental
location
of the aerodynamic center approximately
tiun.
d of the calculrsted locatia
for the wing alone is also
5 percent fubservedfromthedata
of reference
l2,whiahwwze
obtainedfrcman
testedin
investig8tion
of 8 triangular
all +mvable+ng(g8pmsealed)
the presence d 8 body at 8 Mach n-LII&er of 1.9.
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Au over-an
reaxward shift of the &erodynmic+center
location
of
far
aboutllpercentof
themeauaerodynsmic
chord is shown in figure17
the subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers.
It is of interest
to note
that experUmntal
data of references
15 and l6 for complete trian@sr
Wing6 of 8speCtr8tiO
2 show&bout&
lo-perCento've==
Shift in the
for the same ranges of Mach number.
aerodynamic-center
location

.

The calculated
values of the principal
aerodynamic ch8racteriatics
of the 8u aKmable tri8ngukrtingof
86peCt ratio48lone
8ndwiththe
body were notingoad
agreement, an the whole, with the corresponding
experImental
results.
The disagreements 8re believed to be due to the
inadequacies of the linear thedes
employed in describing
the actual
flow field 8bfXI-t the configumticms
investigated
and to the effects of
the tunnel+mll
boundmy layer ou the experiment81 results.
It was
noted, however, th8t the experimental
lift-curve
slopes for the wing in
the presence of the body appeared to be influenced
very little
by the
tunueL-waUbouudarylsyer.
Theerperinrentallif't-curveslopes
forthewLngandbody,andfor
the liing in the presence of the body (body 8ttitude
O"), were about
15 percentlowerthanthe
corresponding
calculated
values
at the sub
scmic Mach nmibers IQ to 0.&5 and at the supersonic Mach numbers. The
eqpwimntal
aerodynsaic+center
locations
forthewingaloneesdinthe
presence of the body wzre not s8tisfactorily
predIcted by the oalcw
lations,
but the effect of the body on the observed 8emdynsmi c-center
locationwas
tMbstantiaU.ythe
sameas that calculated.
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